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Grad Employes Form GEU

25 'TA·s Set Up ·1
not covered by any labor relations acts,
such as the Taft - Hartley Act. "The only
thing that does cover you," he said, "is
President Nixon's wage- price free:.~;e."
One man present talked of the graduate
employe's 1 'grateful mentality. They
&hould see themselves as being screwed,''
he said, ''not damned lucky."
3 Steps
Hubert listed these steps of action:
''organize, be recognized, get down and
bargain, and reach a compromise
agreement." He maintained contact and
coalition with other groups was important,
"Talk to the AAUW, the Classroom
Teachers Association, the campus police,
the employes at BCMC. Talk to the
faculty. They have the same 'second· class
citizenship rights', to use Ferrel Heady's
phrase, too." He also mentioned ·the
possibilities of going to the legislature and
the Attorney General, "whose opinion is
binding until the case is adjudicated."
"You are a transient group of people,"
he added, "here today, gone tomorrow, if
all goes well. You must build a
continuation into any sort of action."
Two Cases
Two cases of graduate employe
organization were mentioned, one
successful, one not. That at the University
of Wisconsin failed by losing on its main
issue, the University's academic operation,
while the University of Oregon got an
independent union within two years, with
raised salaries, improved teaching
conditions, and faculty voting rights for
GA's. This was a special case, where 3200
of the total 3500 graduate students worked
for the University:lt was emphasized that
each university is in a different situation.
Hubert advised against affiliation at first
with any union, although he said his union,
the AFSCME, which is affiliated with the

By SAM DUBOIS
Partly in response to the continuing
controversy over the status of TA's, a
group of about 25 graduate employes met
and formed an ad hoc investigative group
Thursday night. Speaking at this meeting
was Roy Hubert, a representative of the
American Federation of State, County, and
Municipal Employes.
Although the newly formed Graduate
Employes Union has no affiliation with
any outside union or group, Hubert, an
"international union organizer," did offer
some suggel;tions to the group, meeting in
the east Bandelier Hall lounge.
"The UNM administration is really very
good at putting down employe
organizations, 11 said Hubert. "They've kept
unions out for three years."
History
The recent history of the problem
includes not only the current sociology
controversy and the grading pressures in
educational foundations and English, but
TA Lionel Williams' dismissal over the
reading of the "Love Lust" poem in a
freshman English class in Sprif!g 1969,
Hubert outlined the UNM Labor
Relations Policy, which, he said makes it
difficult or impossible for any University
em p 1oyes to organize or bargain
collectively, '~But we feel people have the
right of association," he added.
Fact-finder Prohibited
Many subjects, "almost everything you
could bargain for in tho private sector," are
prohibited, including wage discussions,
which are subject to the lcgisluturc's
allocation. However, the budget is a
prohibited subject of bargaining. It is not
even possible to bring in an indepeQdent
fact • finder to investigate the wage levels.
Unhtcl'8lty employes, he went on, arc

Union
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AFL-CIO, would help if possible. uwe're a
pretty democratic union, in that the locals
are fail;ly autonomous," be said. 11 We're
not cigar· smoking, business- manager
type of union." He emphasized that there
was no mutual commitment just because of
his appearance at the meeting.
Officers
The Graduate Employes Union elected
four officers: president, Jim Gambone; vice

r

Prison Modernization Pledged
By ISABELLE HALL
WASHINGTON (UPI)Attorney General John N.
Mitchell says the administration
will more than double spending to
help state and local governments
replace their "steel and stone
bastilles" with modern prisons.
In an interview, Mitchell said
this year's $100 million budget
for corrections would be increased
to $250 million, but he also
looked to the First National
Conference on Corrections
opening Sunday at Williamsburg,
Va., to stimulate national
awareness of the heeds and
problems of the eorrections

system,
"Peoplenowrecognizethatitis
the inability of the system" to
cope with America's crime
problem that is the basic cause of
lawlessness, he said. "Particularly
when you look at the rate of
recidhrism that exists. • • and
realize that correctional
institutions have not been
col'l'ectional institutions, they've
merely been prisons.u
Mitch e 11 favors I e s s
imprisonment of young peopl~
"because when you once get them
into it, they're marked with the
imprint of the older ones that
have gone through it in the past

11

and have not been corrected.
He said the $100 million
appropriated under the Safe
Streets Act for the Law
Enforcement Assistance
Administration (LEAA) to help
fund prison improvements uwm
be increased in the future up to a
quarter of a billion dollars."
The money is not only for
operating prisons, he explained,
"but to provide different types of
correctional facilities to get away
from the steel and stone bastilles
that they've built in the past and

(Please turn to page 4)

president, Carrol Cochran; secretary, Jim
O'Neill; treasurer, Mary Maxine.
From the seven departments represented
at the meeting, a seven-man steering
committee was selected. Other committees
formed were Policy, Political Action, and
Research.
The next meeting of the GEU will be
Wednesday, Dec. 15, at 7 p.m. in tb(>
lounge of Bandelier East.

Senate Results

The results of the ASUNM Senate elections were
tabulated yesterday. The 10 new senators, in order of vote,
are:
.697
Jan Welsh • . . •
• •
.•. 639
Bernadette Chavez .
. .628
John A. Menicucci
.618
..
Jen-y Buckner . •
. . . . . . . . . .572
Ernesto M. Gomez
. . . . . . . .558
James R. Chavez .
• •
.. 558
Patrick W. Gallagher .
.. 549
Jerry Cordova . • . .
••512
Sandra Jaramillo • . •
. . . . .502
Maunel H. Sandoval . . •
.)
\.

. .....
... .

. ..

. ...

Charges Levelled.at CCCC Meeting

Nlvf's Penitentiary Called Monster Factory
penitentiary since October 1969
and is serving a term for burglary,
lareeny and aggravated battery,
said Deputy Warden Horacio
Herrera when her son went to
prison told her, "If I didn't like
anything, it was none of my
business.'' She said her son and
other prisoners are subjected to
brutal and sadistic treatment.
"Durirtg the riots boys were
heated with a:x handles. Many
were bleeding and stacked
unconscious."
"Prisoner's called before
(Associate Warden Henry) Long's
court have no change, ' 1 Garcia
said.
He also said that education
programs are given lip service and
qualified pt:!ople were clriv;n ~ut.
44
Rules -are made up arbJtrlmly,
Your wife is encouraged to drop
you as you're no good.
There is virtually no personal
counselling. You have been
humiliated and filled with rage/'
Garcia said. He stated that around
75 per cent of first offenders
return to tht' prison.

By KATHY PTACEK
The New Mexico State
Penitentiary was called a
"monster factory" and charges of
brutality were levelled against the
prison's staff at the Committee of
Citizens Concerned about
Corrections meeting Thursday
evening in the University taw
School.
"I can speak from my own
experiences," Paul Garcia, deputy
for direct services of QU(!brar, the
addict reform program, said. An
ex-convict and ex-addict, Garcia
said, "Prison is a small city, a one
sex community. It is childless.
Prison routine within time
becomes dark and ugly, I refer to
it as a monster factoty,
"Young prisoners are beaten up
by the staff. The warden (Felix
Rodriguez) has many informers
and they are wooed with favors.
Many are allowed to keep
homosexual companiorts.
Everybody is encouraged to
inform on everyone else.
Ms. Kathryn Deats, whose sont
Donald 1 has been in the
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Ross Snyder, of the UNM
Medical School, said he has talked
with prison guards, parents of
young prisoners and prisoners
released since the O~t. 7 prison
1·iot.
"The Santa Fe Grand Jury
rotinely investigated the
penitentiary before the riot, The
jury said everything was OK."
Snyder said that from 100 to
200 prisoners are still in strip
cells. These are, he explained,
devoid of all furniture and
prisoners are put in stripped of
their clothes, "They're meant to
hold one or two prisoners. After
the riot, 5 or 6 were in each cell."
Deats said her son was tear gassed in the October l'iots and
that he was still in a strip ceil.
"t've asked Herrera what the
charges are that are keeping my
son there, but t've had no answer
yet, l fear for the safety of my
son, It's been made clear that my
son will be roughed up if I
continue to speak out.''
Merrillee Dolan of the National
Organization of Women said that
before the riots she and other

members or her group were not
allowed to talk to or interview
womtm prisoners. "The women
are totally ignored in the facilities
and recreation. We have hired a
lawyer and research has startt>d on
our case."
Richard Moore of the Black
Berets said, "There are three types
of isolation in the prison:
admihistrative segregation, total
isolation and rE!striction. In reality
they are the same thing. We have
the information on what's going
on there, but until you people are
ready to go to court, we will not
give it. We are asking the
resignation of aU these people
(Rodriguez, Herrera and Long). 11
Among those who attended the
ecce meE!ting were a former
teacher at the prison, 20 members
of Philosophers Anonymous,
students, a representative of
LtJLAC and a former chairman of
the Civil Liberties Union,
Attorney William Schaab,
chairman ()f the ecce, said the
committee has members from the
AHanza, the American Bar
Assoeiation, NOW, city churches

and the Young Lawyen
Associations.
.. The committee is concerned
with what js going on in state
penitentiaries and is focused on
our penitcntiary,n mainly because
of the riots on Oct. 6 and 7,"
Schaab said. 11 The gag rule has
been an attempt to stifle
prisoners. lt's a highly defensive
reaction. Apparently officials feel
threaf.ened." Schaab said he is not
threat~rting them.
"Several remedies for this
situatiol:lJI were suggested by John
Salazar, city psychologist and
former Secretary of Corrections.
Included were a professional st.'lft,
overhauHng of job description and
qualifications, pre-service and
in·service training for the prison
staff, an expanded work release
and coilege ·release program and
Half~wny House program,
adequ!\ te medical care and a
furlough system for prisoners.
"These reforms are only cited as
beginning steps, These arE! 11ot
intended as a final solution. We
are not advocating softness on
crime/' Salazar stated.

,,I

Opinion

'

editorial

Graduate Union May Be Weathervane
A small group of graduate students have
put themselves under the tutelage of union
organizer Roy Hubert of the American
Federation of State, Co.unty and Municipal
Employes. Although uot affiliating
themselves formally with the union, the
Graduate Employes Union has set up
research, political action and research
committees.
This, to The Lobo's knowledge, is the first
serious inroad made upon the UNM
academic hierarchy by a card - carrying
unionist. We are, of course, discounting the

hyper - refined American Association of
University l'rofessors.
Unionization of academic personnel is an
issue in the Albuquerque Public Schools, and
schools across the country. Fiery disputes
have arisen over the question of teachers in
public schools right or non-right to unionize.
At UNM, what will undoubtedly be
sustained and heated arguments on the
GSA's formation and actions may well
define the campus attitude toward academic
unionization for an organizer with a faculty
union in his sights.

"Did somebody knock?"

View from East Pakistan: Air Raid
(Editor's Note: Joseph L. Galloway, UPI's
manager for Indonesia flew into Dacca when
the crisis in Pakistan erupf;()d last week. In
the following dispatch he describes the
Indian Air Force attack on the provincial
capital.)
~

By JOSEPH L. GALLOWAY
DACCA, East Pakistan - Indian Air Force
jets suddenly appeared over this East
Pakistan capital early Saturday morning to
retaliate for Pakistani raids on lndian
airfields.
The first attack came at 2:50 a.m., the
second 25 minutes later, the third at 4 a.m.,
the fourth at 7;30 a.m. and the fifth at 8
a.m. Another is going on now as I write this.
Authorities seem surprised; the people do
not. But nobody has thought to count the
number of planes. There is no immediate
assessment of damage.
Muted Attacks
The early attacks were muted and few
paid any attention to them. Dacca residents
have had their sleep disturbed nightly by

News Analysis
bombs and gunfire for the past two weeks,
and an attack on the airport and the military
base outside the city does not make all that
much differenc<~.
Violence in Dacca has been a way of life
ever since the civil war began in March.
Only two Indian aircrrtft were involved in
the attack at 7:30a.m. in the 8 a.m. aUack 1
three }>lanes idet1tified as MIGs made bomb
tmd rocket passes.
Airport 'farget
All of tlw raid'l appm·~~ntly wt>re aitm•d at
Daeeu International Airport and the military
eantmurwnt.

Pakistani air force jet fighters rose in
tt
t t · te
t h I ·
a emp 8 0 m rcep t e ndlan jets and
airport ground defenders opened up with
ack ack. Whether they are hitting anything,
nobody knows
Dacca has.-heen blacked .nuLd.urin_g
hours of darkne~s fo: the ~ast several d~ys.
To t~e .rebels m thls provmce of re~elhon,
Dacca
Mecca.
They are Pakistani
determmed
to
capturelSitlike
as soon
as possible
army
troops assisted by loyal razakars (volunteers)
·b
·
t 1 ·
t' . .
h
ave een c.arrymg ou c earmg opera tons
arounq the City·
President Agha Mohammad Yahya Khan
has said that Pakistan will fight India to the
last man to preserve Pakistan's territorial
integrity.
Sixth Attack
A sixth air attack is under way as I write
this cable in the post and telegram office.
I am told that all civilian flights to and
from Dacca have been canceled. But even
that is not received as news- for more than
aweektheflightstoandfromthewestern
part of Pakistan have been booked fully by
military personnel and civilians with travel
priority.
All flights go south from Karachi, around
the "horn" of southern India and fly into
Dacca over the Bay of Bengal.
News of the outbreak of fighting on the
wester11 border with India flashed through
the city like wildfire.
Lights in my hotel went out first. I
watched as the rest of the city slowly
followed.
A West Pakistani woman whose husband
is in the air force walked through the hotel
lobby with her son.
"I am so happy, so proud, that it has
come at last," she told everybody.
Her son said, "I would like to buy
ehampagtw for everyone.''
But he walked away when foreign
eonespondents accepted his offPr,

The Source

Horale, Juan Gomez. Still majoring in Spanish'?
No se, Vato, I just don't know. Too m~ny
heavy things going on in that department. L1ke,
for instance, I've heard that certain persons
thought that our article on the department
advoca.ted a takeover. that what we wanted wa;s a
Spanish department that speaks only New
Mexican Spanish.
Que verquenza! Sometimes I think that the
people that own that department believe that any
modification of their position is a takeover.
Yeah, ese. I think I'll change my major.
No, primito, Hang in ~here and graduat~. It's a
very important department, After all, that s 0 UR
language that they claim to teach.
I don't know Beto, The Spanish department
reminds me of the ''ristras" of chile that the
gringos buy to hang up in front of their houses.
They leave them out in the weather until they
turn white. If all they want are deocrations, they
should buy plastic "ristras" to go along with their
Spanish Department and give the real ones to
people that eat them.
Don't worry, Juan. Everything is in good
hands. For instance, there's the good Canadian
doctor with the Argentine accent ...
Ah si - "Zho me acuerdo de aqueZHos anos
que pase en los ZHanos de Argentina." NOw
that's supposed to exhibit class, but if somebody
says "truje, 01 that exhibits ignorance. Besides, this
is the same guy that said that the faculty
committee on ISRAD had always had doubts
about that organization. Only he didn't say it
until AFTER the Chicanos had made an issue of
it.
Oye, Juan Gomez, that reminds me of a thing I
once read by William Saroyan on "good
followership." He said that a really good follower
should neuer be more than fifth to cast a stone.
Besides, ese, where are you getting all this stu,ff?

By Carolyn Babb
Q. Is the overall atchitectural plan for the campus one of

·making each new building into a bigger and better fortress?
J.L.F.
A. Van Darn Hooker, University architect, said this was
not a plan, however fortress - like the new buildings may look
to somebody. He said an architect considers the functional
requirements in relation to the surroundings and that the
architects try to keep the campus together by using similar
form, color and material.
Q. How many student suicides were there on campus last
yew:? This year? M.D.
A. Michael Hickey, director of the Student Health Center,
said that one student has committed suicide this year and five
committed suicide last year -that he knows about. UNM
students don't seem to follow the fluctuations in peak times
for suicides (peak times of depression are in the fall and the
spring, Christmas and Mother's Day), he said. Rather, there
appears to be a steady incidence of depression with out - of state students as a group having a disproportionately high
number of mental health problems, Hickey said.

l

Q. I am wondering about the legality of the Student
Bookstore operation. By selling a large variety of books, plus
art supplies, toiletries, clothing and other junk, and being
open to the general public, it is obviously a retail enterprise
of significant scope, operated by the State of New Mexicoin competition with local pxivate enterprise, such as U.D.,
Langel!'s, Quivira, and others. We all know the. student
bookstore prices are too high, and we're asked to believe all
sorts of weird explanatory myths. I wonder if UNM
Bookstore prices are falsely elevated in order to placate the
fury (and subsequent court orders) of local merchants who
would hardly welcome competition from a truly discount
retail enterprise, especially when operated (illegally?) by the
state. Perhaps there is an agreement between the student(?)
bookstore management and local merchants, to the effect of
fucking over students I consumers. T.G.B.
A. t.\ 0 .Tackson, who has been manager of the Associated
Students Bookstore for 15 years, said the bookstore is just as
legal as any other University enterprise {the Union, golf .
course, etc.). The bookstore sells all of its books at the
publisher's recommended list price. There is only a 20 per
cent discount given to the bookseller by the publishing house
on the price of the books, so there isn't much profit, Jackson
said. There is absolutely no truth to the allegation that there
b tw
th b 00k t
d 1 al
may be an agreement e een
e
s ore an
oc
merchants, he said, there is no agreeme:r as to prices. The
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Juan Gomez Wants to Know

I,

Jl.,

I'm supposed to be giving you advice.

Huachando, Beto, huachando.

n

* * * * *

l

Oh, and speaking of ISRAD, Juan. Did you

II

the student a few pennies on his ·purchase. The bookstore
does send the University's book list to 28 bookstores in
Alb uquerque (the new 1·Ist W1'll b e camp1et e m
· t wo t o three
·
weeks), but Jackson said the 20 per cent discount, leaving 15
to 16 percent gross profit are among the reasons bookstores
don't sell UNM texts off campus.

. .

Q. Are there any plans for some low-cost housing being
constructed in the UNM area? M.E;
-·
A. There are rumors about a development on Indian
School and University Blvd. However, a more promising
approach was made by Bert Hanson, GSA president, who has
gone before the Regents about the need for married students
and low-rent housing. GSA is presently making a survey of
this need and the University architects are working on the
method of procedure (advertising, receipt and evaluation of
proposals, etc.). The land being considered for the project
wouldbeonthesouthcampus,northeastofthecitybaseball
stadium. The land would be leased at a nominal cost to a
contractor who would then put up housing much like the
City Turnkey Housing project.
1

Q. Why is the University's residence status different fxom
the state's? A.S.
A. 'l'he director of admissions, J.C. MacGregor, said there
is a special state law governing residence for tuition for out of
state students in New Mexico, but changes are now being
worked on •. To qualify for in-state tuition, at present you
must have lived in New Mexico for 12 consecutive months
prior to registering, which means you cannot attend school
for nine months, go home for vacation in the summer and
hope to become a resident three months after your return.

1

l
1

.

t

(All questions should be directed to The Source c(o The
Lobo, P.O. Box 20 University of New Mexico, 87106 or
dropped in The Lobo suggestion box, located inside the east
door of the U11iou. Please include your name, address and
telephone number, although only initials will be used in the
colunm. Questions will not be answered by mail).
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See, Juan Gomez, you're already getting
educated. ''Destroy" is a euphemism. Anyhow,
what's on your mind?
Ta/?e food for instance. La Comida de
M ex ica na Nortena is· delicious, aesthetically
pleasing, and fantastically cheap in the bargain.
But if you eat out, including the Casa del Sol,
they try to bankrupt you. And then the gringo
creates monstrosities like Taco Bell.
Just like Sr. Patio says on TV, Beto, "Mexican
food the way Americans like it. "
Yeah, well, somehow "that rich, brown chile
gravy" that he talks about just doesn't appeal to
me. . . There must be quite a profit on Mexican
food in the sUB.
Especially considering the wages of the people
who prepare it, Juan.

* * * * *

What's the music department all about, Beto?
I don't Jmow, Juan Gomez. The usual thing I
guess- marching band, symphony orchestra, that
kind of stuff.
I noticed the marching band weats some kind
of Spanish costume. Do they show any interest in
Me:xican music?
Not in public at any rate. As far as I know,
Herb Alpert is about as far as they're willing to
go.

* * * * *
Speaking of what people here at UNM groove
on, Juan, did you notice ho,!V the fans become
quite vicious at Lobo basketball games, especially
last Saturdlly against the Af(gies?
Deveras, ese. I wish I could see as many brown
faces get turned on to helping alleviate the
problems of our Raza.
Yeah, and it's so ironic that the blacks are
made heroes of and cheered while on the
basketball floor but let one of them have car
trouble in a white neighborhood and ask a Lobo
booster to use his phone , ..

* * * * *

I see, Beta, the Catholic Church finally put in

on the line and granted $157,000 from its
Campaign for Human Development for the
Alianza.
Yeah, and wouldn't you know it, most of the
chismes have come fl'om Spanish - surnamed
individuals around here who seemed to be very
ill - informed and displayed just as much racism as
any Chicano has ever known.
I was impressed with the way Archbishop
James Peter Davis publicly defended the grant
and all I can say is "It's about time" the Catholic
Church recognized the needs of the Chicanos
who've supported the Church for centuries.
And speaking of grants, I see some
Episcopalians are protesting that $5000 grant to
Las Gorras N egras.
That's true and I guess religiosity doesn't
necessarily eliminate bigotry, hatred, hypocrisy
and selfishness.

Abortion Rights Are Not Exclusively White Women's Hang up

NEW MEXICO LOBO

'

* * * * *

You know, Beto, I'm beginning to believe in
the gabacho's ability to destroy a good thing.

I imagine they would really groove on Flemco
or something oike that. But don't you thin~ it's
possible that there ate students who enjoy and are
interested in the traditions of Mexican music?
Why doesn't UNM have a mariachi group of its
own?
You're supposed to ask questions that I can
answer, Juan Gomez.

Chicanas Seek Freedom from 'Cultural Hell'

1:

(Editor's Note: The following that never heals."
children that they didn't want, for
article was written by Beverly Padilla
Although today very few Chicanos years they have suffered and died
who attended a conference on would openly state this, the from self- induced and illegal
abortion" r.ecently in_ San Francisc?·
of the
to a.b'?rtions, for years they have
. Ms:-· :Pauilla --·wa-g ·msLrumental-- ·m·--"her-rnan" lS very r~al.-Chlc..ana..<L~av.e. ___ J:'!Q~CW.it4...~1l<;l__scort)~d for becommg
forming a group. on campus called been victims of this submissiveness pregnant out of marriage.- As1· speak·
''Las
tales
. Chicanas;,
. Since this is the last so long that many pride thems.e.lve.s 1with viejitas kthey bconfess
th . of th
Chicano Newspageth?f th~ semhestulerd, as being less ~hMan "hcerh. man."fAs anondg tat'agso. Tspaloesenof ryappi·nen:g smesosl'o·nerss,
any responses to IS art1c1e s o
Chulita says,
any
1canos ee1
be submitf;()d now for publication that Chicanas are I} Ceded right there quiet and secret discussions with
when the Lobo resumes publication behind her macho, but like the other senoras on how to have a
second semester)
Chicano answers to the gringo, we miscarriage (spontaneous abortion)
Ch.
L .'b ti . "Cultural also answer, no more behind, but {by sitting in hot tubs of water,
1
· . ICana
era on.
beside and at times leading and sitting on smoke, drinking and eating
~::l~~~e~'~nt? No! Cultural guiding the revolutionary struggle." manytypesofpotions.)
The above quotation is taken from
The ChicanQ movement has
Ms. Enriqueta Longeaux Y
the text of a speech that was made organized around and glorified the Vasquez states in her discussion
by a Chicana, Chulita Deviw, at an stoicism and quiet strength "que entitled "Soy Chicana Primero,"
anti_ abortion rally in San Francisco nuestras madres tenian:" There is no "Many of our viejitas know. of moon
recently. Her speech aroused much doubt of this strength, but a Chicana· cycle birth control and have
sentiment among the Chicanas who has had no choice but to bear the practice"d it. (This has been
were present, including myself. burdens of a life role that was scientifically affirmed in
Chulita addressed, not only the issue selected for her. To be a good Czechoslovakia, by tl).e way.) This
of abortion, but also aspects of our mother and a good wife has been her birth control pre-dated the pill and
Chicano movement (of which she is only acceptable role. All other its dangers to women. And as for
an active part) and our Chicano outside activities she might have abortion, this was and can be done
cultural heritage (of which she is an chosen have had to remain within by herbs, that's right, no knife, and
obvious part).
the domestic "domain." All Chicanas we as a poor people have 1 had
Chicanas along with Chicanos are asking for is a choice whether or abortions among us for many
suffer from lack of education; poor not to be a wife or mother, to be decades. Each woman can deal with
h e a 1t h care de 1i very , j 0 b given a chance to choose their life her own problems and conscience in
discrimination along with all the roles. Just as our Chicano men are no this area of woihanhood. The
other intrinsic results of oppression longer being silent about their knowledge of womanhood is ancient
that capitalism exerts to its working subservient position in society, so and highly cultural among Raza. We
class members and members of too the Chicana can no longer be are working in the movement to
ethnic and racial minorities. But silent about her subservient role in value it highly in order to retain and
Chicanas also suffer as women within her culture as well as in society.
seek out this knowledge. It is a
their culture. Oqtavio Paz, in his
Many feel that the issue of "right strong patt of our cultural roots."
book; "Labyrinth of Solitude," to abortion" and "control of one's
What I must respond to is that
states: "Mexican women are inferior own body'' is a white· women's hermana Enriqueta's romanticizing
beings because, in submitting, they liberation hang up. Like hell; it is not has blinded her vision of rctllity.
open themselves up. Their inferiority a white women's hang up Control of one's own body and mind
is constitutional and resides in their exclusively! For years Chicanas, just is NOT up to each individual woman
sex, their submissiveness is a wound as all women, have been bearing at this stage of reality~ it is a

~h~-· &~~~!si~;,o:!~~~Lh~~=~~~,o~~t~ts:e..~i.~w~~~ro~~ .s!~: ____,___ - ·- ____
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notice they replaced Paula Parks with James
Jaramillo as director of the Child Development
Program?
Si, pero I see that she is still going to stick
'around '~in a different capacity." It seems tht
someone who has displeased so many people
would give up trying, to work within this
community.
Yeah, and I see Dave Bachelor and Frank
Steiner are still hanging in there. Hopefully
Jaramtllo can burn the leaches out of the
program.

'..
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collective problem; we live socially,
it is our problem. Sex and abortion,
contraception and pregnancy are
things Enriqueta feels are persona?;
that is because our R.aza has never
spofcen or it;-- our experiem:es have ·
remained isolated (and to our
detriment). The moon-cycle birth
control method that our viejitas
knew about may be well and good,
but . . . how many Chicanas have
known or know about this
method? ... how good is it as a sure
contraceptive method; can we
depend on it? What I am saying is
that we are living today•s realitieslike women dying in BCMC
emergency rooms with post self·
abortive infections. We cannot find
all, our answers to problems in this
difficult life by saying "it's a strong
part of our culture."
To further quote Chulita, "When
the Chicano man denies the Chicana
her basic right to organize against her
special forms of oppression like the
abortion laws, he is denying her
control of her own life, he is helping
maintain the same status quo which
keeps HIM down. He is acting in the
best interest of his oppressor. That is
the real anglo thing. It is our
oppressor that benefits most when
Chicanas are down. What would
happen if our women would realize
their full potential? The flowering of
the women means the rising of the
race. Whe!l men realize the need and
appreciate the power of Chicanas in
action our Raza will be in a position
to win our struggle for freedom. Still
there are those Chicanos who feel
that when we as Chicanas seek to
{Please turn to page 8)
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BEF Approves, Cuts Some Budget Measures

Hope to Form National Coalition

Student Leaders Strive for Political Voice

Tuition Residency Changed! BCMC Purchase. Library Put Off
. Thl' state Bourd of _Ed\tcutional
Ftn:tnce (BEF) thts weekend
appt·o_ved wording- on residency
req\ttt·enH•nts for under· 21 •
?'"a~- ?Ids, nnd npproved final
mstttutJonal budgets for 1972-72.
UNM was n approved. a to_tal
budget of $2.,,403,090 mcludtng
funds for complettol~ of the
Cancer Center and fundmg of the
proposed Los Alamos Branch
College,
New Rule
The new residency rule
approved by the board Friday
would allow students under 21 to
establish residency, instead of
having to use the place of their
parents' residence, for tuition
purposes. The length of time in
New Mexico for tuition purposes

Chri~tmas Flig!1ts

~~~~;~~~ ?a~l~::?~g£ts :~r~:

remains the same, one year.
Last week J.C. MacGregor,
UNM director of admissions,
estimated the Joss in tuition to
UNM would be some $120,000.
This is approximately one-fifth of
the total $500,000 that will be
lost to the statE> through the new
ruling. The ~EF Friday voted to
seek an Increased state
appropriation by that amount to
be put in a fund to reimburse the
universities.
The changed BEF residency
regulation is immediately effective
contingent upon approval by the
state A~torney General.
Total Budget
UNM's total $23,403,000
budget is slightly !?or~ t~an th~t
requested by the mshtutJOn thts

full, but included funding for the
proposed Los Alamos Branch
College, contingent upon local tax
support,
A request by UNM for a
$500,000 capital outlay for
library materials was cut by the
BEF pending passage a proposed
bond issue for library materials
through the stnte. The bond issue
is expected to be proposed by the
Legislative University Study
Committee,
BCMC Purchase
Another major capital outlay
request, $1.6 million for purchase
of the Bernalillo County Medical
Center (BCMC) was not ruled on
by the BEF. However the board
passed a resolution saying the
proposal had "integral merit" but

that it declined .to act on the said any agreement for purchase
measure because of the "other of the hospital "would need a
ramifications" of the hospital built-in assurance that the county
milage be continued," but he
acquisition,
The major issue discussed by added that ''indigen~ care must be
the BEF in considering the borne by some government
hospital purchase request was the ·agency no matter what."
means of continuing financial
The hospital is now owned by
support for operating expenses of
Bernalillo
County, which has
the hospital,
contracted UNM to operate the
hospital.
Operating Funds
Operating funds for the BCMC
Robert Stone, UNM vice
now come from a county tax that president for health sciences, told
will expire in 1976. Levying of the board UNM ownership of the
the tax money is not mandatory, hospital is "desirable from an
and questions arose over which organizational standpoint" and
government would pick up the that the "precipitating factor" for
operating tab after the tax levy the purchase request was the fact
the cancer center "will be·
expired.
UNM President Ferrel Heady physically joined to the hospital,"

Art Show
An art show of work by students in the UNM nrt :for Kids
and Youth Progrnm will be held
Thursday (Dec. 9) :from 7 to 9
p.m. in the UNM Art Education
building.

find

a new
freedom

freeze period. Rents are generally
still frozen.
However, · several exemptions
from the rent freeze have been
granted by the Price Commiss!on,
he said, listing commercial,
in dust ria 1, farm and
non-residential commercial
property used for business,
manu fact uri n g or similar
purposes.

Prison Modernization Funds Pledged
(Continue~ fro_m P.age 1) .
make SO?~l~er ,mstttuttons with
better fnc1ht!es.
"
N~w pnsons also . should
provt~e t~e necessary medtcal ~nd
psychtatrtc treatment, education
and all of the other fa~tors that
everybod.Y now belteves are
necessa;y m. or~er ~ 0 m.akc them
correctional ~nstttutwns mstead of
schools of cr1me."
He said the "current situation"
of bloody prison uprisings like the
one at Attica, N.Y., state prison
has focused attention on the
problem and the public is now
willing to give government the
resources to improve prison
conditions.
Mite hell will deliver the
keynote address Monday to the
350 corrections officials,

rehabilitation experts, educators
an d o the r de I e g n t e s at
Williamsburg. Chief Justice
Warren E. Burger will speak
Tuesday night.
After three days of workshops
and panel discussions, specific
recommendations are to be
presented to the full session
Wednesday.
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Architecture Art Show
The Architecture 181 class of
Gordon Andrews will have an art
show Dec. 6 through Dec. 11 in
the Architecture building open to
the public from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

GSA .Budget

·,,
1

R!'pair & :\l<lint!'nanrc
on all foreign cars

I CJoreign Car Specialis1s

I

University and business leaders
Friday tackled the problem of
New Mexico's economy, agreed it
needs help and pledged to do
what they could about the matter.
President Ferrel Heady of UNM
told a "Quality of Life" workshop
of the Industrial Development
Executives Assn. (IDEA) that
what universities are able to do
may not meet public expectation.
He defined economic
development as a program "that
will have the end result of raising
per capita income in the state
without deterioration of the
quality of our environment."
Heady described formation of
the Higher Education Council on
the Quality of Life in New
Mexico, saying it rose from
discussions by a number of people
at UNM last spring who were
concerned about how universities

1

Interpretations on- rent
regulations were the most
frequently asked questions at IRS
information centers during the
first week of the curl'ent
economic control period, said
Manrice E. Johnson, district
directorforNewMexico,
In a press .statement, Johnson
explained rent guidelines have not
·
th e ·1111't'·m 1 90 -d ay
c h anRe d smce

333 Wyomit1gBivd. XI~
265·5901
Fn~c •\\ti•natl's

The budget and financ:e commit. teo o:f GSA will l1o1d hearjng- on
next semester's budg<:!t :from 1:30
to 5 p.m. on Friday aud 1 :30 to 5
p.m, and 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. on
Monday, :Meeting place :for the
hearings will be posted on the
door of the GSA office. All groups
wishing to be -:funded by GSA
must appear at these meetings.

Also exempted are rental units,
including houses and apartments,
whose construct i o n was
completed after Aug. 15, 1971.
This exemption does not apply
unless .the unit was first offered
for rent after Aug. 15, 1971.

increase," he said.
Johnson stre.!;sed landlords
should remember "increases in
rent above the permitted base
pdce are prohibited unless
provisions of the 10 per cent rule
or rehabilitation rule are met; or a
change in guidelines is
recommended by the rent
committee and approved by the
Price Commission."
Freeze regulations require
landlords to keep records.
Showing the base price for the
unit- the dollar amount charged
for at least 10 per cent of the
units during the freeze base
period- and the reason for any
difference between the base price
and the maximum price the
landlord was allowed to charge
during the freeze. Landlords are
required to make these records
available to any tenant,
prospective tenant ot· IRS agent.
Johnson said questions on the
current period of economic
control "can be answered by
calling the nearest IRS office."

Rent exemptions have also
been granted to "substantially"
rehabilitated rental dwellings. This
means the cost of repair must
equal or exceed one-third of the
total value of the property.
However, this is limited to
property offered for rent for the
fi t t•
Jrs Jme after Aug. 15, 19 71,
Johnson said.
Another exemption from the
basic freeze guidelines concerns
what is commonly called the "10
per cent rule." "This means that if
at least 10 per cent of the
landlord's apartments similar to
yours were being rented for a
higher price during the period
from July 16 to Aug. 14, your
landlord may raise your rent to
that level if your lease permits the

committee for the Quality of Life
Council, described an inventory
being completed of university and
college assistance for industry.
"The purpose of this meeting is
to tell you 'Here's where we are
and what we have done'," Zink
said, emphasizing the council
wanted information from IDEA
members on what should be done,
Robert Hoffman, IDEA
member, commenting on a
summation of what the counc.il
had done so far, said "We're
having philosophy, which is great,
but it doesn't get the job done,"
Research Help
He said business needs research
and· help from the universities in
the state.
Zink, noting that council
members are working out of their
own budgets with no additional
funds or staff members supplied
for the voluntary work, said
universities cannot- and should
not- take leadership in economic
development.
This, Zink said, is a function of
private business. But he said
available resources, including
research, an inventory of courses
·now offered that might be usable,
Exit Interviews
Borrowers of NDSL and the and consideration of others that
New Mexico Student Loan might be desired, would be
Program who will not be returnin;; available.
to UNM next semester are asked :;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;E;;;E;;;E;;;E;;;E~~~
by Charles Sheean, director of the II
Big Mouth
Student Aids Office, to report to
the aids office for an exit
Drinking Mugs
interview before leaving the
campus.

might more .directly relate to New
Mexico's economic needs.
Council Formation
Gov. Bruce King, informed of
developments, asked· Heady to
lead in formation of the council
which now involves all public
universities, and all but two
private colleges in the state.
Gerald Thomas, president of
New Mexico State University, said
he thinks the importance of
decision making in economic
development and ecological
preservation must be emphasized.
''Some overnight ecologists
don't understand the effects of
decisions they call for," Thomas
said. "Some say 'let nature take
its course,' and we know how
savage nature can be,"
Assistance Inventory
Lee Zink, UNM, chairman of
the institutional coordinating

Spain Summer Program

UNM will sponsor a summet
session in Gijon, Spain, offering
upper level and graduate courses
in the Spanish language and
civilization. Inexpensive means of
transportation are available.
Further information may be
obtained at the Office of
International Programs and
Services, 1717 Roma, NE.

before inclusion into the general
appropriations bill in the January
legislative session.

The steering committee
debated policy st.ands on such
issues as the Vietnam war, the
draft and welfare.
The conference sough f. to avoid
a political party label or the
appeai'ance · of backing any
presidential contender. At the
same time, however, the apparent
early direction was toward unified
stands on issues such as
opposition to the Southeast Asian
war.
Charles F. McKim designed the
public library in Boston.

Interfering With Fireman

RAVENNA, Ohio ( UPI)Mary Helen Nicholas, 21, Akron,
Ohio, a Kent State University
student, is scheduled to go on trial
Monday on charges stemming
from the 197 0 campus disorders
which were climaxed when
National Guardsmen killed four
students.
Nicholas, one of three women
indicted by a special grand jury
which returned 25 indictments,
was charged with interfering with
a fireman May 2, 1970 when the
campus ROTC building was set on
fire,

A sophomore in the Kent State
College of Arts and Sciences, she
will be the fourth person to go on
trial in connection with the
campus antiwat disturbances,
which ended May 4, 1970_

(@und.era
HAPPY HOUR
Today
4-6 pm
Free Snacks
905 Yale S.E.

MICKEYs

Cambio Art
The Fiesta de Navidad will provide Southwestern artists with a
market or gallery for selling or
displaying their creations. Artists
are asked to submit information
and examples of their work on or
before Dec. 10 to the Cambio Arts
Foundation, 510 Second St. N.W.
or call 842-5268.

Soviet Jewry

Malt Liquor

The Soviet Jewry Committee is
asking for donations of Hebrew Russian dictionaries, prayer
shawls and any monetary
contributions in order to buy
literature and religious articles to
take' to the Soviet Union.
If you wish to contribute please
contact Aaron at 265-3075.
o~..COOOOOCCIQC)QO'"~...OCCCQ~
......
~

New Mexico Lobo
Vol. 75

proves that young people of this
<:oWttry ar<> going to organize l;o
change the politics of 197 2."
Many of the delegates
expressed satisfaction with
practical knowledge picked up in
workshops on such problems as
how to organize a voter
registration drive, how to
overcome legal barrie~s to voter
eligibility, selection of delegates
to national political conventions
in primary and non-primary
states, women in politics, how to
organize a student lobby, and how
to raise funds.

CAMPUS BRIEF§

BEF Favors 15% Raise
In U Appropriations
The total BEF recommendation
for higher education funding for
1972-73 is $52.085 million.
This level of funding would be
an increase of $6.548 million over
the current state appropriation of
$45.537 million, an increase of
some Hi per cent.
Major increase in the budget are
$500,000 fund make up for
tuition lost through lowering of
the residency age, and a $300,000
fund to reimburse the universities
for payment of unemployment
compensation. A new federal law
stipulates universities would come
under the unemployment
compensation program beginning
Jan. 1, 1972.
Budgets approved by the BEF
must now be considered by the
Department of Finance and
Administration, and the
Legislative Finance Committee

The conference was organized
by the Association of Rtudent
Governments and Duane Draper,
ASG president, served as
temporary chairman, One of the
struggles that emerged ns the
steering committee began its real
work Saturday was between the
ASG and the more radical
National Student Association.
Drape.r and Tom Hart,
president of the student body at
Loyola University, where the
conference was held, appeared
surprised at the 3000 delegates
registered with rnore corning in, It

State's Leaders Tackle Economy Kent State Girl Charged,
College, Business Heads to Aid Income, Ecology
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the Union, or phone 277-5605,
10·12, and 1-5 Monday through
Friday for information.

privately Saturday to prepa~·e
resolutions. that could become a
platform for a network of student
organizations working within. the
system to make young voters
more e"ffective in the 1972
elections.
While there were divisions and
some beneath- the- surface
struggles for power among groups
of delegates, most of the student
leaders appeared to feel some sort
of a loose! y • knit national
organization would emerge from
the three-day conference which
winds up Sunday.

CHICAGO (UPI)- About
3000 college student leaders
debated issues and studied grass
roots political techniques
Saturday. A steering committee
struggled to create a national
coalition to make the group's
voice heard in the selection of
presidential candidates for 1972.
A mass of delegates to the
"Emergency Conference For New
Voters"- more than twice the
expected number- elected a
52-member steering committee at
regional caucuses Friday night.
The steering committee met

IRS Grants Rent Exemptions
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"My Fair Lady"

s
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When you know it's for keeps

Stout

Happily, all your special moments together will
be symbolized forever by your engagement and
wedding rings. If the name, Keepsake, is in the
ring and on the tag, you are assured of fine quaii!Y
and lasting satisfaction. The engagement diamond
is perfect, of superb color, and precise cut. Your
Keepsake Jeweler has a selection of many lovely
styles. He's in the yellow pages under "Jewelers."

.

~

Tickets are on sale at the~
Popejoy Hall box office for the S
Albuquerque Civic Light Opera
Company's Dec. 27- Jan. 2
performance of "My Fair Lady.''
Evening presentations through
Jan. 1 will be at 8:15. The Jan. 2
performance is a 2:15 matinee.

~psake'
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HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT ll.ND WEDDING

I Send now 20 pg. booklet, "PIMning Your Engogerncnl and Wedding"
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Your In Love with
the most beautiful
girl in the world!
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Ferguson--Best in WAC?
Optimistic About Future
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Photos by

UNM head basketball coach Bob King (left)
pensively views his forces move their season
record to. 2·0 by beating New Mexico State
78·76 Saturday night at University. Arena.
15,300 fans turned out to watch the rivalry,
which included such scenes as junior Mike
Stewart (middle) hovering over an Aggie. The
ailing Stewart scored 14 points to aid the Lobo

Now 2-0
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BBQ Ribs
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PICTURE YOURSELF AS
A PAULIST.

By ROGER J. RUVOLO
New Mexico's "yearling''
basketball team turned out to be a
real veteran on the offensive
boards Saturday night, and with
the help of the Lobo bench took a
78·76 win over nationally· ranked
New Mexico State at University
Arena.
The Lobes, now 2·0 on the
season, will face the 0-2 Aggies
tonight at the Pan American
Center in Las Cruces.

Junior Darryl Minniefield, Mr.
Enthusiasm for the Lobos, scored
the highest of five Lobos in
double figures with 18 points, and
hauled in 11 rebounds, tops in
that category for the game.
It was Minniefield and the
UNM reserve corps that the final
analysis shows weighed heavily in
the game's outcome. Head coach
Bob King said Minniefield's
"enthusiasm is infectious," and
added that the Lobo bench "was
the game."

dinner.
Dairq
Queen

First,
picture a re·
ligious Community. A
Community
founded by
an Ameri·
can convert
in, and for, the
benefit of
North America.
Picture a
founder who
was a century
ahead of his
time. A man
with a vision
that came true.
A man with
a belief that
a Community could be modern
and flexible enough to meet the
needs of the Church in every age
as they arise. A Community that
wouldn't lag behind the times on
leaden feet. A Community that
would communicate through the
spoken and printed word lind one
that wouldn't be hampered by
specific activities when new needs
arise.
Next, picture the men in this ·
new Community. They would be
flexible. Each one would use his
own individual talents in his own
way and would be given the freedom to do so.
These are the Paulists. The
modern religious Community.
Keeping pace with the times.
Concerned. Involved.
If you can picture yourself as
a Paulist, why not write for more
information to: Hcv, Donald C.
Campbell, C.S.P., Vocation Di·
rector; Room No, 400

pa.f!Sffothets.
415 West 59th Street

New York,:"/, Y. 10019
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Fell

brilliance and the bench strength King has this
year supplied much of the power necessary to
beat the nationally · ranked Aggies.
The Aggies, now 0·2 on the season after an
opening night loss to Angelo State at the Pan
American Center in Las Cruces, will have the
home-court advantage tonight when the two
teams meet at 7:30 p.m.

Frosh BB Squad Romps
To 92-70 Over Aggies

Lobos Thump Aggies in Close One

I

(and your
fq.vorite drinks)

effort and rounded up five rebounds.
Junior College transfer Darryl Minniefield
(right) greets the crowd enthusiastically as he is
introduced before the game. Minniefield
greeted the Aggies enthusiastically also as he
poured in 18 points to lead the Lobos in
scoring and collected 11 caroms to lead the
game in rebounding. Minniefield's front line

Chu~k

The Rumble
While the majority of the players seem to be having
some sort of an intimate conference, a member of the New
Mexico Rugby Club has latched onto the ball and is
preparing to move downfield. Actually the mass of players
are involved in a serum, which occurs when the forward of
either team is halter. The ball is rolled down the center of
a mass line where a veritable free - for - all occurs as both
teams try to push the ball to their teammates in the rep.r.
The Rugby Club had great success in the serums, as in all
other facets of the game, mauling Sol Ross State College
from Alpine Texas 26-3 in a game played Saturday.
Leading the home forces was Steve Jager, who contributed
three goals in the winning effort. The victory was especial
as it is the last game for the club until March. Cold weather
was cited as the reason for the temporary discontinuance.
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Ice Cold
Ice cold shooting highlighted
the first few minutes of play, as
well as four fouls called against
Mike Faulkne.r early in the game
that put him out of action until
the second half.
Two minutes passed before the
Lobos got their first points on a
jumper by Mike Stewart. Faulkner
had already been called for fouls
twice, and State was leading 3·2.
Stewart then added another
bucket and a free throw to give
UNM a 5·3 lead, but four minutes
later at 12:09 of the first half
Faulkner suffered his fourth
personal assessment, a technical
was called on the NM bench, and
it was 15·11, State.
With both defenses playing at a
torrid pace, offensive fouls were
being distributed at a wholesale
pace by the officials. 25 fouls
were called in all the first half,
with nine being offensive
violations. New Mexico drew 14
of the 25 fouls, four of th()m
against Faulkner.
10-Point Surge
Still down by four at 23·19, the
Minniefield • led Lobos upstaged
the improving Aggies aftack with
five straight buckets to surge to a
29·23 advantage. The half ended
with the Lobos on top by four,
41-37. The Lobos hit over half of
their shots both from the field
and from the foul line, but the
Ags, who were hot at the charity
stripe, hit but 13 of 34 floor
shots.
15,300 fans packed into
University Arena for the game,
known to many as the hardestfought rivalry in the region.
The second half showed it to be
a hard- fought rivalry indeed, as
State came out to siX quick points
and a 43·41 lead before the
reeling Lobos woke up. Harold

-c::.)~ •• ~,Wt J~ +c
tuy9 i? foeT1\~ &'A1'-1- fo~
)) l. c (. <? b~ r, j "hud~f rbinl.
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Little and Faulkner hit back· to·
back buckets to go ahead and
from there it was a see-saw
shooting battle, until the Lobos
gained what looked like a
comfortable lead, 64-57 with
eight minutes left to play.
None Comfortable
It turned out that no lead was
comfortable, because after a layup
by 7-foot center Roland Grant for
NMS the Lobos surged to a 71·60
lead. But with two minutes left
the Aggies had foughL back to
74-70, four points down.
It was then that junior back
court ace Tommy Roberts, who
had added nine points to Lobo
score column, hit both shots from
the foul stripe on a shooting foul
by Ag Hal Robinson. The Lobos
were ahead by six, 76-70, but
buckets by Aggies Elwood Green
and John Williamson brought
State to within two.
Robinson Misses
With 26 seconds left in the
game Faulkne1· was assessed his
fifth and final personal foul, but
Robinson missed the first of a one
and one situation following the
foul. Williamson, high scorer for
the game with 28 points, then
missed an open jumper from the
side,
When New Mexico brought the
rebound down, senior Aggie
reserve Roy Neal fouled Little,
and the 6·4 Lobo defensive star
sank both ends of a one and one
to give UNM a 78·74 lead with 13
seconds remaining. Williamson
added a layup before the final
horn but there was not. enough
time for the Aggies to get the ball
again.
King Praises Bench
King had much praise for his
bench players. He said Little was a
better player from the bench than
as a starter. Little, like starter
Roberts, both scored 11 points,
while Stewart and reserve John
Mulligan were both four back
from Minniefield with 14,
Chester Fuller and reserve Mark
Saiers each had four, while the
foul • plagued Faulkner could
muster only two points.

THE
STONE CROCK
home brew supplies

Open

10-9

112 Dartmouth SE

The UNM freshman basketball
team picked up their second
straight victory of the season,
soundly whipping the New
Mexico State frosh 92-70 in the
preliminary game Saturday night.
The Wolfpups handed the liLtle
Aggics their first loss of the season
with outstanding defensive
performances by Robert Toppert
and Pat King, each scoring 32 an!;!
26 points respectively.
The Pups and the Aggies
exchanged the lead frequently
early in the game, each team
failing to key on numerous
turnovers committed. But the
Wolfpups, inspired by the ballhawking and ball • stealing tactics
employed by the 6·0 King, took
the lead for good with 13:15 left
in the first half on a tip-in by
Toppert making the score 12·10.
Never relinquishing the lead,
the Wolfpups stiffened up on
defense and used a devastating
fast break to stretch the lead to
31·18 midway through the first
half.
The little Aggies were kept in
the game by the fine rebounding
and the close-in shots by 6-7
center Jim Bostic who trimmed
the lead to 33-27 with 5:05left in

\

,I

!

,.,\

the first half as he gunned in six
straight points.
The Aggie revival was short
lived as the 6·4 left· handed
Toppert caught fire connecting on
several outside jumpers near the
end of the first half. 'roppert's
flurry netted him 22 points in the
ft t I If d
' d th W0 IfI'S Ia an carrie
e
pups
to a 4'7-35 halftime lead.
UNM frosh continued to add to
their lead in the second l!alfas the
.
A gg les
· ' forced to play catch · up
ball, ran into foul trouble early
and the 'Pups keyed on th ,·r f e
throws, hitting on 24 oute of r34e
free throw attempts in the game.
Richard with
Pokorski
led 16
all
rebounders
18 and added
points to round out the Pup's
double - figure scoring.
The two teams meet again
tonight preceding the varsity game
in the Pan American Center in Las
Cruces.

CAMPUS LAUNDRY
and CLEANING
Coin·op Dry-Ciea~ing
and Laundry
Counselor Always on Duty
.
2106 Central S.E.
• 247·0836

1256-3518

I

Lyle Talbot
Agency, Inc.

By GREG LALAIRE
Joe Ferguson,. UNM tennis
coa.ch, is very optimistic about
this year's team, and he feel it has
a good chance of winning the
WAC title despite the conference's
"unfair" method of determining
the team champion.
The spring tennis schedule does
not start until early in March but
the Lobos are preparing for it this
fall. The tennis team practiced
twice a week up to Sept. 29. At
that time they played their only
fall match. The Lobos defeated
West Texas State, the Missouri
Valley Conference champions,
6·3. 'l'hat same weekend some of
the players participated in the
Southwest conference open
tournament.
Since that tournament the team
members have been playing
mostly on their own with team
practices about once a week. The
players are not working too hard
now because Ferguson does not
want them to reach their peaks
before the spdng season begins.
Last year's UNM tennis season
can either be called a
disappointing one or a successful
one, depending on how you look
at it. The Lobos had a 16·5 record
last Spring which seems rather
impressive. However, they
finished fifth in the WAC.
How can a team that wins three
times as many games as it loses
finish in fifth place? Ferguson
cxpla.ined, "Dual matches are
thrown out. They don't count at
all. The league championship is
decided in one tournament. This
has hurt us in the past. As an
example, Tim Russell (former
New Mexico high school
champion)
broke his last
foot year.
before
the WAC tournament
It

He compared this year's squad
with the team of 1968, which
wo .n the leaguEl championship,
"We had Van Hill in '68,
(Ferguson considers him the top
players he has coached at UNM),
and we had four top players, but
this year's team is better. We are
well balanced this year and almost
anyone can be no. 1. There are no
soft spots."
10 to 12 players will work out
with the team this spring, and
eight will travel with the team for
away matches. Ferguson does not
believe in telling the players at the
beginning of the season what
position they will play and leave it
at that.
"Ladder matches will be used
so the players have a chance to
move up," said Ferguson.
However, the coach also said that
it is ntcessary to .take into
consideration the fact a player
may have a cold and not feel well
on a certain day. ''Some guys
don't try that hard in ladder
matc,hes but are really tough when
playing other schools," he added.
Boulle Leads Team
This year's team will be led by
senior Jean Boulle from Paris,
France. Ferguson said he is the
fastest player UNM has on the
court. Boulle teams up well in
doubles with junior Jim Mitchell,
who has the most powerful serve
on the squad, according to the
coach .• Two other juniors on the
team are Tim Russell and Dan
Eglinton, both from Albuquerque.
Sophomore Dick Maguh·e is
also of Albuquerque, and

(the tournament) is not a true
index of how good a team is, p.nd
I'd like to see this changed."
Top Men Lost
Four players (three from the
first team) have been lost because
of graduation: Dwight Howard,
Robb Jones, Doug MacCurdy, and
F d
· H
•
re
Tiben,
owever • fJve
lettermen are returning and
Ferguson believes the team depth
is its strong point. Because of the
depth, the coach considers this
year's Lobos as the best team in
his 10 ·year coaching career at

Ferguson noted that he and
Russell arc excellent doubles
partnprs. Hernando Aquirre from
Bogota, Columbia is an excellent
clay- court player, who his coach
says has improved 50 per cent this
year. Ferguson has very high
hopes for freshmen Kurt Nielson,
a I eft • h ander .from Sidney,
Australia, and Mike Resta, a local
high school star.
Who is toughest in the WAC
this year? "On paper, Arizona
looks the toughest and they have
a lot of stars, but they always
seem to lose something by May. It
gets awful hot there (in Arizona)
about that time," said Ferguson. ,
'~Last yeat's champion BYU has
lost its two biggest stars."
However, the coach quickly added
that BYU has picked up three top
players from San Diego,
Recruiting Tough
When asked about recruiting,
the coach said that he tries to get
the top players from Albuquerque
and West Texas,

we specialize

ller lflitntrschnitlel
4201 Central NE

......,..

Anyone Can Learn-Everyone Has Fun
at PO'NDER
PUFF MOUNTAIN'
v
Lifts-Lessons-Rentals-Rates-Snack Bar
Our Lm·chmont snowmaker jJrovides
excellent snow Thanhsgiving thru Easter

n.r,
.'

LESSONS THE GLM WAY

(Graduated Length Method on Slwrt.cc Sl,ia)
Short-ec Skis" has brought 4 'instant skiing" to beginnors o[ nil ngci. Bnsicnllv, the Short-cc Ski method invalves n nntural progression through 3', 4', nnd 5'
skis ns the proficiency of the stud""t lncrcOBes. You
usc the snme teohnfqu"" the experts usc, only everything
Is cllllicr on short skis. With this method you progress to
the normnl !ull-lcngtl• thnt fits you.
11

...

1\fake your reservations now
call or write Powder l'n•t Mountain
Box 118 Red River, New 'Mexico 87558'
telephone (505) 754-2941

-~U~N~M::·~;;::::::::::::::::::~~~====~==~~==~~==~~==========·~·~·=·~·~·~·~·~·;·~·~·~·=·~·

Beechwood Ageing
could be an
"advertising gimmick."
But it isn't.
(For instance,
last year we bought ,
almost 2~ million
pounds of Beechwood:
strips ... enough to ·
fill 67 freight cars.)

.

1500 SAN PEDRO, N.E.

Stud·ent Auto
Insurance
Special Rates For:

•

WHEN YOU SAY

Budweiser®
YOU'VE SAID IT All!

ANH£USER·bUSCII, INC • ST lOUIS

I. Drivers Under 25 ·
2. Underage Females
3. Military Personnel
4. Married Students
Budget Payment Plan Available

• frutt concentrates • liqueurs
• "country wineu supplies

Closed Tues. and Thurs.
NEW MEXICO LOBO

1256-35181

Experienced Handling of
Hard fo Place Insurance

Monday, December 6, 1971
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:\rt Gifts
Tlw l':S:\J A1·t :\htsNtm has n
IWW stot•k of gifts suit;lble for
Christ mas including art re-plicas,

n u n1l'rous new books and art
ea \I:' ndn l's.
Also •n·nilnble are 10 different
Christmas cards from the
:\I e t r o politan _Museum of Art,

CLASSIFIED
RATES: 7c per word, 20 word minimum ( $1,40 l per time run. lf !ld is to
run th·e or more consecutive days with
no changes the rate Is reduced to 5c
per word and the minimum number of
words to 10,

Smithsonian Institution and
Walters Gallery in Washington,

D.C.

(Continued from page 3)

PERSONALS

Tht>re will be a Chalwa meeting
Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in room
250-B of the U11ion. Plans will be
made for the children's Christmas
party at All Faith's Home. "

ADVERTISING
WHERE: J ournali:!m Build in~. Room
205, afternoon~! preferably or mail,
Cllll!sitled Advel:'tising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M~ 87106

5)

COME TO THERESES's !or homemade
soups and stews. 1607 C11rlisle SE. 12/8
WANT TO SUBLET YOUR APT, or
house over X·mlll! break to elderly, responsible couple? 266 5000 after 6 pm.
12/8
R.N. NEEDS FEMALE STUDENT to
sleep over with 3 girls. Exchange for
room and board if desired. 344-1825.
12/8
EX:PEIUENCE A HIGH IN LEATHER:
pants, jackets, belts, wallets, hats, bags,
knapsacks. Upstairs at THE LEATHERBACK TURTLE. 2933 Monte Vista NE
(behind Triangle Bar) 12/7
"-'---HOUSE WANTED, 3BR, Assume lease,
-~~-3_170 or less, 877·1058. 12/6
WANTED: FLUTE-Will pay cash for
good professional instrument in good
condition, reasonable, minor repairs accepted if required; call Fisher 266-2266.
12/6
SUBSTANTIAL BOUNTY offered for 2 or
more bedroom house near UNM. 2424742. 12/6

2)

LOST & FOUND

LOST: Pair of spurs about a month ago.
Please call 277·3754. 12i8
FOUND: FOUNTAIN PEN, Keller Hall,
Dec. 1 after program-Please identify.
Write Box 1009~,. Alnmedu, N.~~7_114.
LOST: BROWN SUEDE PURSE w/fringe
In Zimmerman Library. Reward if contact lenses arc there, Plcnse call Linda
-298-9789.
·~-----A MOTORCYCLE HEI,MET in Phy. Dept,
parking Jot. Claim in Rm. 100, Physlcs

--·----··

----------

--------·

Dcp~.~------------------

FotTNn • A SMAI,L PUPPY GERMAN
SHEPHERD female with cpllnr. Vicinity
of Sycamore and Lend. 266-2732.

SERVlCES

3)

TYPING, 12 Years experience, accurate,
fast, reasonable. IBM Electric. 298-3804.
1/25
MACRAME' CHRISTMAS GIFTS-Handmade purses, belts, earrings, chokers.
Rclll!onnble, 296-8077. 12/7
TYPING-40c per page-266-2489, 12/14
"'l'EHM PAPER-AND- THESIS TYPING,
CALL MARILEE-298-5397.'' 12/7
TYPING. REASONABLE RATE: IBM
Electric. 9809 Salem NE, 206-8349. 12/7
PnOFESSIONAL TYPiNG, 8 years exPerience, IDM electric, 268-7629. 12/6
'£UTORING-all subjects-all levels. Experienced, certified or college teachers.
CERTIFIED TUTORING SERVICE lWG-8100, 12/7
FlNE OLD FASHIONED PORTRAIT
PHOTOGHAPHY - Wedding, You or
Whati!Ver, 242-7558. 12/8

4)

FOR RENT

WANTED 3 MALE studenta to share PaY·
ments on 4-bedroom house. $66.00 each
rovers everything. Vicinity: Wyoming &
Indian School. Call I~rnnk S. S11n. 1·6
p.m. 290-!!724 M•l•' after 5 p.m. 12/8
UNFURN. LUXUnY APT., 2·bedrooms,
2 baths, View, Pets, Children, $229.00.
256~ 7'674. 12/8
ROOMMATE WANTED to share apartment wlth quiet and down•to·carth female. Over 21 only. Rent V<>ry tl'llsonnbic. Call '342-6144 evenings only.

5J

FORSALE

MT:ST SELL NOW. 69 1\awa.<laki 175. Itt·
surnn~:e
trnnMerable. llclmct. Trail
sprocket. Good transportation to school,
rome Spring. $171), Bruce, 898·0409. 12/G
m:CCA·GERitARD STEREO SYSTEM.
Two Zenith omnidirectional speakel'!l.
Like new. Call Deanne at 842-43~
NF. W MEXICO NUDE BEAUTY
QUEENS and Albuquerque's cutest
ehirlm nrc on 1072 Nudist Cnlendars12 Big pagl'!l, $2. Sunbather, Box 8514-L
Albuquerque, 87108. 12/8
~---~-·
1971 CORVETTE 350 cu. in. convertible,
4 npl'ed, p.s.. v.b., AM-FM Radio,
I'oJitrntction. $39!16, sec at 1.001 r..auisl•
nnn, No. 4. 12/8
StJPim H MOVIE CAMEnA. EMY to use.
S40. 277·6366. 1125
'l'RUl\tl'RT, t>Xt'cllcnt t'ondition. $75.00 Skt
Ilooli,, nite 71~. $10.00. 2Gu-2147. 1/25
TV-S20, AM IFM r:l!llo, $15, 10"x12"
Rflrnlcern, $10 cnrh, <"ouch, $10, doubll'bed.
lllattri.'S.1 and lroxqprlnA', $10, vrtruum
I.'Jcnrwr, Sl o. 242-6025 hi! fort' fl or n(t<'r G.
tnnm MUSICAL JNSTRUMRNTS nn11
r~l'orflq, Brothl.'rR llfusi~. 1831 Central
NW. 242·3741i. 12/!l
BY OWNRU. lloust"f, Nl•:, MrUuffie Park.
1 mi. to UNl\t. 1 bloc!': sl\Ot\Tl!nr,-, bus
a lrtlr. & den or 4 bdr. P.i. hnth. 24,000.
2.a5·1!l!lG evcningR, 2'17-1241. Ext. 43 dnys:
Mi~!t Am~d~n. 12iR
l!llifl DOOOl~ CUSTOM PirKUP - ENGINI•:, Ttn!lsmi~~lon t>X!'I'ltcnt condition
· · Tinrlc J•:Ncr,mmo. ShlrwitHiowr~ ~· 2
SI'OT I.IGitTS on hood ~ Pott>nllnl
IIitltli!' Mobil<'. $1i00 ot· bmt offer, 27724!13, 12 1!!
ALMOST NEW, rlt'nn, size 10, Henke ski
-·

'

--

-

l

FORSALE

FIREWOOD :FOR SALE. UNM Student.
247-9170. Student Discount. Free delivery. 1218 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~---64 VALIANT, good condition, Must sell.
$200.00. Call 28~·~?!~ nf.;.;.te=.r_G=.·---CHRISTMAS GIFTS: Ojo de Dios (God's
Tenants Organization
Eye). Call Julin at 277·3105, 877·2116.
12;7
The New Mexico Tenants
THE LEATHERBACK TURTLE ..• your
Organization will hold a meeting
organic haberdasher has pants that flt
where others leave off. Upstairs at 2933 Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at 4915
Monte Vista NE. (Behind the Triangle Pershing S.E. Anyone interested
Bar). 12/7
in doing research on the tenant
'59 FORD STATIONWAGON. Good trans•
situation near UNM is invited to
portation. $150 or best offer, 265·7463,
12/6
attend.
1970 VW CAMPER·BUS with pop-top, air
cond., AM-FM, new tkes, still under
Chicano Health
warranty, Cllll Howard, 842-8550 before
All
Chicanos
interested in
5:00. 1::;:2:.:../.:.7_ _
1970 SUZUKI, 120 Cat Street/Trail Comhealth or those now in any type
bination. Adult Driven-Excellent. 298of health education or training are
5324. 12/6
urged to attend the National
1965 VW CAMPER, radio and heater. Re·
built engine. Wood interior, $1,100, Call
Chicano Health Organization
266-4368.
meeting Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at
3-SPEED BIKE, clothes, ironing board,
the
Chicano Studies Center, 1815
trMh and treasures, 298-7110.
RomaN.E.
1970 HONDA CB-350. 4,500 miles, $600.
Call Howard 842-8550 before 5 :00, 12/7
Nobel Winner
CLEAN 1968 VOLVO 122S. AM-FM,
Michelin Radials. Below book. 298-7762,
Nobel
Prize
winner in Medicine,
12/G
Robert
W.
Holley
will speak Dec.
NEW 1971 SINGER SEWING MA14 at 4 p.m. in room 303 of the
CBINES equipped to do most any.
thing, $49.95. Cllllh or Terms. Open 7
Basic Medical Sciences b1!ilding.
days n week. United Freight Sales, 3920
San Mateo ,NE. tfn.
JUST RECEiVE~D~A-SH-IP_M_E_N
___
T_o_C:-f:-n-ctory closeouts. Consists of 160 watt component sets with AM-FM multiples radios, deluxe Garrard changer, stereo tape
deck and air suspension speaker system,
has jack11 for extra speakers, guitar and
head sets. Complete $165,95. United
Monday, December 6, 1971
Freight Sales, 3920 San Mateo NE. Cash
Campus Crusade for Christ; Union
DEAI. STUDENT TO STUDENT. SAVE room 231-A; 9-11 a.m.
30-50% on Diamond rings, 344-6349. 1/25
GSA; Union room 231·0: 1-5 p.m.
KUNM; Union room 230; 1~2:30
KASTLE 205s with Marker Bindings
1
Lange Boots, size 8 ,~. Barrecrafter poles.
p.m.
Used 1 seaqon. Original Cost $285. Sell
College of Nursing; Union room
for $150. See McDonald at Journalism
253; 1~30- 4:30p.m.
201i after 4,
President Heady; Union Lobby;
30 USED PORTABLE TV'S. $30-$60. 441
1:30- 2:30p.m.
Wyoming NE. 255-51187. 12/20
La Societe du Cinema; Union
1971 CASSETTE TAPE PLAYER. Dual Theater; 3:30, 7:30 & 9:30p.m.
Panhellenic Council; Union room
Speaker-Automatic Level Recording,
277-4296. 20,12
230: 3:30- 5:30p.m.
GSA: Union room 231-D: 7-9 p.m.
CUSTOM MADE BELTS, Purses, leather
Town Club; Union room 230; 7-8
gifts. The Mind Shaft, 10GA Cornell
p.m,
12/8
Town Club; Union room 253;
6) EMPLOYMENT
7·9:30 p.m.
UNM Jazz Quintet Recital; Kellar
REPORTERS NEEDED. I£ you want to Hall;4 p.m.
try your hand nt news writing, experi·
enced or not, drop by the Lobo office
before closed WC()k, The Semester II
staff is being nsscmbled. Talk to Ca~cy,
John or Mark. Journalism Bldg., Yale
aml Central, ext. 4202, a.ftemoons.
IU~LP WANTED: Freshman or sophomore
the
girl to make frames and do decoupagc
work-experience not needed but would
be helpful. Call Mary or Kathy at 277best
5743. 12/8
TWO SECRETARIES want«! to work in
downtown law ofllce four hours every
weekday evening. Phone 842-9708 for
itiiPOintment. Pay $2,65 per hr. Minimum
typing 60 wpm net. Typing test at inter·
view. Shorthand not required. Applicant
rannot have other full-time job. Student
;wives ncccptnbJe, but not students.

·-------=--

Calling U

}>age 8

Personnel Committee

'l'he llewly formed Gt·aduate
Employes Union will meet in the
Bandelier East lounge Dec. 15 at 7
p.m. All graduate students and
others are welcome.

The ad hoc women's
Committee on Non-Academic
Personnel will meet Dec. 7 at 7
p.m. at 1111 El Pueblo NW.

Dames Club

The Linguistics Club will meet
in room 141 of the'anthropology
building Tuesday at 7:30 p.m.
Bruce Rigsby will speak on
"Linguistic Insights into Recent
Tsimshian Pre· History."

"STRAIGHT," responsible college student
on Jive in maid/housekeeper for 3 boys
ngcs 12, U, 8. 'fcl. ZGG·2380 nftilr 5 pm.

Henry's Drive-In
1916 Central9 am to II

I

Linguistics Club

There will be a Dames Club
Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at
1920 Lomas NE apt. 5. It is crafts
night and all interested married
women are invited to attend.
meeth::~

'i

HA~:.~,!GER ~

I
am

GIVE A DAMN.

USE A CONDOM.
Take the worry out of sex, and you'll enjoy It even more!
Making love is great. And if you really give a damn about both your
Jives .. , you'll want to protect her against accidental pregnancy. By
using a man's contraceptive tha:t's been designed not only with pro·
tection in mind, but with pleasure as well, For today's new condoms
are exquisitely sensitive, while still providing the same dependable
protection the condom has always been noted for!
And now many of the best brands of condoms are available by mail
from Population Planning Associates ... and delivered to you in a
plain package to protect your privacy.
Send for our free illustrated brochure describing the wide selection
of condoms we offer. Such as the popular Trojan, The extra-thin
Prime. The r>re·shnped Conture, The Koin·Pack, packaged in handy
gold foil "coins." And many more. All electronically tested to meet
rigorous FDA specifka1ions.

SPECIAL
CHRISTMAS

OFFER I•

r-----------

f ~~~u~aJ:f~ lJ~~~~~Fa Associates
I
I Chapel Hill, N.C, 27514
I Gentlemen: Please send me:
I
I _____christmas Gift Samplers at $5 I

.
• h'
1each,
plus 50¢ postage and handling. I
1 enclose
to cover cost.
.• , w1th our umque Chnstmas I 1 understand that you will refund my I
sampler co?taining 13 a~sorted 1money in full if I am not delighted. I
condoms m a gold foil box 0 Free illustrated brochure only.
trimmed with a bright red and
gold tie. Contains quarter-dozen I
I
packets of the4 brands mentioned J name
(ploalo ptinll I
above ... plus one Crest-Skin,
made or super-sensitive animal I a
1
membrane. For each sampler, a dress
plus our brochure, send just $5 I
I
plus 50¢ postage and handling. 1crty
state
1
All orders filled the same day re· f
1
ceived and shipped first class. zip
I
Money back if not delighted!
( ..... _____________
I .J

Mnk~ Chnstmas ~erner t ,1s year

1

1

1

1

R-

16
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CJLA§§!IFHED
ADVER,.f!§HNG

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106
RATES~ 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)

5¢ per word if same ad runs flve or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement
CLASSIFICATIONS:
1. Persondls

2. lost & Found

3 Services

5. ForSale

6. Employment

7. Miscellaneous

4, For Rent

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT --TIMES STARTING----

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

3.!)4_l'v'_ns~~~ghm. 12/_8~-----

~~-·

GEU

23¢

l OG1i GTO, Turbohydromntic, 3!l!l. New
t1!1.int, clt<'C'llent comtltlon, $97u, 26G·2!ll<t.
F:XCJo:I,LENT CONDITION II! Console
Stl'rro, . mnt<'hing RPN!Itl'r,. turrtnhlt•,
~,~it!.!'EM rn~lo.:~~!~·- :!GG_-3403, 12/8
Sf~Tm VANISlllNG POtNT? A rt'al live
H('ml·6!:1 Rottt!Runner !or sni~Deat of·
f<'r. 842•0416. 12/8
----------~-------19611 CHt•:VELI,E-4-sPced,
Good condi·
tlon. S!l:!ti .. 266-14'14. 12/8
..
. .
niC1'CLE: $1:!.00. Dnsket and Jock. 243·
31124. 12/7
1!16!1 nnPGE CAMPER VAN (lntge)
auto, G, $1700, 842·934ti. 12/7

I

CAMPUS BRIEF§

-----

~ b~.0~'--~$~0. 266:~~3:..2~~~~

movement- BAST A! No more can
we allow Chicanas to be restricted
only to the cleaning, the cooking,
the office, the bedroom. No longer
can we allow freedom to be the
privilege of one class of one race, li~\:e
the white man has done 1n
America . , . and no longer can we
allow freedom to be the privilege of
one sex. Freedom, we say, is for
everyone. Que viva mi raza! !" dijo la
Chicana chapita,
By Beverly Padilla

make our power felt we disrupt our
movement. They claim we are
talking disunity in our cultural
heritage. Like one of my hermanas
puts it "cultural hell/' that's what
we are trying to disrupt. This is not
cultural disruptment, it's cultural
evolvement. Disunity is the result of
the fear of whose stat\.tS is being
threatened, whose age old privileges
are being denied, and their ignorance
of the plight of the Chicana are being
denied, and her relevance to the
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